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Modernity, The New Republic and




…not only is modern society a cage, but all the people in it are
shaped by its bars (Berman, 1982: 27).
Central, marginal and adjunct: three periods of the modern
prison
Where do we locate the beginning of modern imprisonment? For
Durkheim (1973) and Foucault (1977) modernity and the origin of the
prison were synonymous. The early prison arose out of ‘the beginnings
of the industrialised urban society’ (Garland, 1985: 4). Rusche and
Kirchheimer (1939), and latterly Melossi and Pavarini (1981), imposed
a Marxist reading locating the prison in relation to developing modes
of production. Specifically, they made explicit the parallels between
the factory and the prison. Alternatively, Cohen (1996) and Mathiesen
(1974), envisaged new patterns of imprisonment and penality, typified
by the ‘“hidden discipline” of community corrections’ (Garland, 1985:
4). Whereas, for Ignatieff (1978: 62), the prison would not simply stop
‘the bacillus of vice’, but also the radicalism of the nascent nineteenth
century workers’ movements. Subsequent writers looked to the post
Second World War ‘epoch of rehabilitation’ (Garland, 1985: 4). In
Garland’s terms, this saw the move from paternalism and the spiritual
to ‘a more technical form of social engineering’ (1985: 4).
The argument that I elaborate here incorporates these perspectives
into a wider whole. I propose that imprisonment, from modernity to
late-modernity, can be divided into three over-lapping periods: central,
marginal and adjunct. This first period of ‘centrality’ incorporates
Foucauldian notions of discipline, in addition to the work of Rusche
and Kirchheimer (1939) and Melossi and Pavarini (1981). The second
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sees the prison taking on a marginal or ‘monumental’ aspect that fore-
shadows current ‘warehousing’ discourse. As we shall see, each of these
stages had important, but differing implications for prison labour and
inmate citizenship more broadly. The scope of this piece looks at Sing
Sing across the first two stages before briefly looking to its third con-
temporary role as an adjunct to the urban.
The ‘central’ period figuratively, geographically and visually located
the prison as central to the developing modern, industrial city. A useful
analogy to make is that during this period, ranging from the early to
late nineteenth century, the prison was as central to the construction
of the modern Western state as the gulag was to Stalinist, Soviet Russia
(Piacentini, 2004; Pallot, 2005). As Bosworth and Sparks state, the
prison played a special role in the ‘great political experiments of
modernity – liberal democracy, colonialism, fascism and state social-
ism’ (2000: 260). This first period of centrality was
…a landscape of steam engines, automatic factories, railroads, vast
new industrial zones; of teeming cities that have grown overnight,
often with dreadful human consequences… (Berman, 1982: 18–19).
It was a time of immense socio-economic and political change. The
prison’s function was to produce a citizen capable of the labour neces-
sitated by modern, capitalist systems. The prison was a utopic site, a
site of ordering that would act as a disciplining beacon for the rest of
society. This was to be a ‘strange kind of model community’ (Evans,
1982: 198) whose effects would radiate throughout the social body.
I contend, following Rusche and Kirchheimer (1939) and Melossi
and Pavarini (1981), that the prison was a vehicle by which a modern
workforce-cum-citizenry could be moulded and, by extension, assist in
the creation of the modern state. The periods following this initial one
saw the prison take a trajectory away from societal centre towards,
initially at least, the margins and latterly a hybridised space running in
parallel to the contemporary urban environment. What I label the
‘marginal’ period, spanning the early to mid-twentieth century, saw
the development of the Big House style of architecture in the United
States. Conversely to the earlier central period, the penitentiary and its
population were marginalised from society, both geographically and
socially. It would no longer hold its ‘central’ position. The adjunct
period, ranging from the late twentieth century to the present, has
emerged out of this marginality. It sees the carceral space of the prison
leech out into the urban. The prison and the urban have come to act as
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adjuncts to each other. They are not simply parallel sites, but of one
another. Yet what is the importance of Sing Sing in examining these
processes?
Sing Sing’s popularity as a film location in particular has seen it seep
into popular consciousness. Its name has become synonymous with
the prison experience. We can use it, as Soja (1996: 18) (acknowledging
Proust) would put it, as a ‘geographical madeleine’. To put this differ-
ently, lacunae of meaning build up in space over time. As they do so,
some elements are lost whilst others remain visible. An analysis of the
space of a prison in the early twenty-first century will reveal glimpses
of the spaces of the generations of penal regime, architecture and
philosophy that preceded it. Likewise, an examination of those earlier
prisons can illuminate our understanding of contemporary concerns.
By peeling back the layers of this spatial palimpsest we can see the on-
going development of key phenomena (Fiddler, 2006). Namely, the
progression and changing demands of modernity can be mapped onto
the space of the prison. Indeed, the periodisation I outline here maps
onto Sing Sing as it does the history of imprisonment more broadly.
We can use Sing Sing as a lens to view the production of a modern
(carceral) space. In so doing we can position the penitentiary in its
wider socio-economic and political context. This illuminates these
broader processes to a greater degree than a simplistic chronological
recounting of a given institution’s history. More pertinently, it causes
us to rethink the prison’s relation to modernity itself.
Examining the history of Sing Sing
My analysis of the history of Sing Sing takes its lead from de Certeau
(1988). Specifically, one cannot recount a narrative of the past ‘as it
really was’. In looking back we apply filters of present day thinking onto
what we perceive to have occurred. Yet, de Certeau did not think of
history as a simple ‘construction’ of the present. He described a tension
between the ‘real’ and ‘known’. In other words, that which the historic
wishes to ‘bring back to life’ and the ‘modes of comprehension’, the
models, to be applied to it (de Certeau, 1988: 35). Weymans cogently
describes de Certeau’s (1988) metaphor of the ‘staging of the past
through historiography’ as being like ‘the work of a museum guide’:
On the one hand, the guide organizes the paintings on the wall; he
or she relates a story about them, following a set route that connects
all the pictures together. On the other hand, the guide cannot speak
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definitively… [T]he museum guide must also refer to what he or she
cannot fully describe in words: the picture itself. The museum guide
and the pictures are dependent on each other: the picture receives
its meaning through the tale that the museum guide tells about it,
while the museum guide cannot tell anything about the picture
without showing it (Weymans, 2004: 176).
This then links models and events. So, the ‘text is always held together
by various concepts and organising structures that enable historical
understandings’ (Weymans, 2004: 175). I pick out what I consider to
be ‘key’ events in Sing Sing’s history before offering my analysis of
them and overlaying an ‘organising structure’. As such, my selections
are like the paintings of de Certeau’s metaphor, and my concepts and
organising structures are the ‘museum guide’ to these ‘paintings’. 
I will frame this chapter by examining the role of three wardens
(Elam Lynds, Thomas Mott-Osborne and Lewis Lawes) and their varied
influences upon the creation of a ‘modern’ Sing Sing. Their periods of
wardenship map onto key passages of centrality and marginality. This
periodisation brings with it epistemological issues (inter alia, Kelly,
1977; Bentley, 1996). That said, I do not claim that these are discrete
periods apprehended as such by actors at given points. Instead, they
emerged, organically, from the processes of modernity. Themes rele-
vant to one stage in this model can appear in another stage, albeit in 
a subtly different form. There are echoes, repetitions and circular-
ities. It is Sing Sing itself that we turn to now and, as Beaumont and 
De Tocqueville put it, ‘the way in which it was executed is of a kind
that deserves to be reported’ (1833/1979: 43).
Central: the wardenship of Elam Lynds (1825–1830)
Elam Lynds, the former warden of Auburn penitentiary, was given the
responsibility of finding a site and building a ‘new, more modern
prison’ in 1825 (Gado, 2004: 1). He ‘explored sites at Manhattanville
on the Spuyten Duyvil’, Staten Island and the Bronx (Panetta, 1986:
39). However, it was a location at Mount Pleasant on the banks of the
Hudson in Westchester County that was selected. 
There was a small village near the site called ‘Sing Sing’. Sing Sing was
derived from ‘Sint Sincks’, the name of a local native American tribe. Sint
Sincks itself was taken from an earlier phrase, ‘Ossine Ossine’ which
meant ‘stone upon stone’ (Lawes, 1932). This is oddly prescient given
that the penitentiary would be built by inmates from the stone from the
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quarry next to the prison site. Once the plan was approved, the state
legislature provided $20,100 for the purchase of the land. The regime and
building itself would be based on the Auburn model, the latter being ‘the
latest word in penal institutions’ (Lawes, 1932: 78). The aptly named
John Carpenter was appointed by Lynds as Sing Sing’s architect. The cells
were positioned back-to-back in a freestanding, central core. This distance
from the exterior walls afforded a greater degree of security and repres-
ented the then ‘unique contribution’ of the Auburn-Sing Sing design
(Johnston, 2000: 78). Sing Sing further drew upon the regime established
by Lynds and others at Auburn’s northern wing in the early 1820s. This
saw the prisoner work silently in association during the day and then
return to their cell at night. This was known variously as the congregate,
silent or Auburn system (for use in England, see Chapter 4). As Lynds
would state, ‘[t]he point is, to maintain uninterrupted silence and
uninterrupted labour’ (Beaumont and De Tocqueville, 1833/1979: 162).
Sing Sing was some thirty miles north of New York. Its location next
to the Hudson ensured that there was a route for supplies and products
could be sent either down river to New York or up river to Albany. The
river formed one side of the compound and was useful as a security
barrier. The other elemental force was seemingly Lynds himself.
Beaumont and De Tocqueville describe Lynds as ‘having no other
means to keep [the prisoners] in obedience, than the firmness of his
character and the energy of his will’ (1833/1979: 43). The English
Captain Basil Hall visited Sing Sing during its construction and
described his ‘astonishment’ at seeing ‘only two sentinels pacing along
the height, from whence I looked down upon two hundred convicts at
work’ (1832, cited by Gura, 2001: lxiv). There was a ‘perfect feeling of
security, though we were walking around unarmed amongst cut-
throats and villains of all sorts’ (ibid.: xi).
There was also a more brutally practical aspect to his wardenship of
Sing Sing. When asked if it were possible to manage without resort to
corporal punishment, Lynds replied ‘I am completely convinced of the
opposite’ (cited by Conover, 2001: 177). Levi Burr published the splen-
didly titled A voice from Sing Sing, giving a general description of the state
prison, a short and comprehensive geological history of the Quality of the
Stone of the Quarries; and a synopsis of the Horrid Treatment of the Convicts
in That Prison in 1833 (Conover, 2001: 177). In the book he describes
the ‘cat-ocracy’, whereby a cat-o’-nine-tails was used for a range of
offences. On the ground floor of the completed cellblock was an area
called the ‘Flogging Post’ (ibid.). Here ‘[t]wo irons had been fastened to
the wall’ and the cat-o’-nine-tails hung nearby (ibid.). An 1841 legislative
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report offered the following gruesome detail: ‘[t]he whipping post was
never dry’ (ibid.: 178).
These then were the means by which Lynds was able to control the
early prison population and construction of Sing Sing. Once the prisoner-
cum-builders had completed the first two tiers the convict population of
New York’s Newgate transferred into the prison. This influx of new
inmates meant that each cell was swiftly inhabited. By 1830 the popula-
tion was some 800. In those first few years the prison simply consisted of
the enormous cellblock. In contrast to Auburn there was ‘no adminis-
trative center; no main entrance’ (Panetta, 1986: 39). All there was, in
Lawes’s (1932: 82) telling phrase, was a ‘mausoleum with niches arranged
in galleries’. Plates that remain also depict the warden’s house, styled after
a large colonial house, stood at one end of the block. Industrial shops
were latterly built close to the river. Cheli (2003: 17) notes that, before
the exterior wall was eventually erected, the prison ‘looked like an indus-
trial village on the banks of the Hudson river’ (emphasis added).
In many ways the Sing Sing of the first half of the nineteenth
century could be deemed a success. The system originated in Auburn
was further refined in Sing Sing. It then became the template upon
which other state penitentiary systems were based. The ill-effects of
association between criminals; which ‘renders their moral reformation
impossible, and becomes even for them the inevitable cause of an
alarming corruption’, had been countered through rational, yet cost-
effective means (Beaumont and De Tocqueville, 1833/1979: 55).
A report of the Prison Commissioners concerning Sing Sing stated that
‘[n]o better penitentiary prison was ever built at any time in this or any
other country’ (cited by Lawes, 1932: 82). This then was a state-of-the-
art prison and a symbol for the utopic project of the New Republic.
Central: discipline and labour
It is the confluence of modernity, industrialisation and the prison that I
turn to now. Simply put, industrialisation required workers. As Faucher
(1838, cited by Melossi and Pavarini, 1981: 99) stated:
…labour is the fate of the modern peoples…Labour must become
the religion of the prisons. A society-machine requires purely
mechanical means of reform.
The prison became the central site where the discipline of repeated
micro-actions on the body of the prisoner produced a modern labourer.
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The repetitious gestures and actions of the prisoner inculcated the phys-
ical skills needed to work in the industrialised workplaces of the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Inculcating industrious patterns
of behaviour and ‘the habits of society’ became the ‘principal object[s]
of punishment’ (Beaumont and De Tocqueville, 1833/1979: 58). 
Foucault’s description of the importance of these measured (in both
senses) movements focuses attention on what I argue is the true
essence of the centrality of this period. It is the importance of the small
gesture (or rather, as Foucault (1977: 152) corrects, ‘the best relation
between a gesture and the overall position of the body, which is its
condition of efficiency and speed’) which arcs out and up, across the
social body. As Wright suggests,
[i]deology is not merely produced in written texts but inscribed in
and on the flesh, in the ritual moving of the body in social settings…
(1997: 60–1).
In this way, prisoners themselves took on an ‘abstract exchange value’.
As Melossi and Pavarini (1981: 185) elaborate, the prisoner is denied a
‘quantum of liberty’ (original emphasis). This represents ‘the most
simple and absolute form of “exchange value”’ in a capitalist society
(ibid.). The denial of liberty is achieved in its most powerful and
abstract form in the prison. The labourer/prisoner is not simply alien-
ated ‘from/by the means of production’, but is also expropriated ‘from
his own body’ (ibid.: 187). Melossi and Pavarini’s (1981) reading
follows on from Rusche and Kirchheimer’s (1939) influential, if not
now somewhat simplistic, work. Whilst it has been argued that to place
heavy emphasis upon the training of workers to populate factories 
is misguided (inter alia, Garland, 1990; Rothman, 1990), this writer
would suggest that re-evaluating their work with reference to that of
Pashukanis (1980) is valuable. 
Pashukanis’s (1980) idea of crime and its punishment was premised
on them being part of the capitalist system of contracts and exchange.
Crime was a ‘contract concluded against one’s will’ (Pashukanis, 1980:
112). The punishment, it then followed, is a contract which is an act 
of exchange in relation to the harm inflicted upon the victim. The 
systems of punishment then became a means, if not the means, by which
the class system is maintained. For Pashukanis (1980: 116), ‘[e]very his-
torical system of punitive policy bears the imprint of the class interest 
of that class which realized it.’ The relation of the prisoner to the space 
of the prison, be it mediated by labour or architecture, is directly linked to
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the prison’s location amidst changing systems of capital. During this
initial period of the prison ‘experiment’, the disciplining aspect of 
the prison grew out of the requirement for a workforce. Pashukanis
(1980: 115) points to the changing character of justice as society
moved from a natural economy to the ‘development of commerce and
the organisation of a class state’ and with it ‘the concomitant increase
in the exploitation of the peasantry.’ Through these systems, the 
subordinated class was kept ‘in obedience’ (ibid.). 
The exchange value that is manifest in the prisoner is their capacity
to work. Applying a quantum of time to be ‘taken’ in exchange for a
crime is related to the amount of labour to be achieved during that
period of time. The prisoner is thought of in terms of ‘the abstract
man’ and of ‘abstract human labour time’ (ibid.: 120). For Pashukanis
(1980) it was not coincidental that such a system should develop and
be normalised during the nineteenth century, a period which saw the
consolidation of bourgeois society. Thinking of the prisoners in terms
of abstract human labour time is a reductive device. Simplifying and
abstracting reduced the individual to their most base level. One need
not consider them as anything other than their abstract capacities. 
There are dissenting voices to the ideas espoused here. Rothman
(1990) dismisses the link between industrialisation and the role of the
prison. Preferring to draw upon the apparent collapse in social ties
rather than an explanation borne of the changing demands of modes
of production, Rothman (1990: xxxviii), citing Sutton’s (1988) stance,
airily dismisses the work of Rusche and Kirchheimer (1939) and
Melossi and Pavarini (1981):
The reformatory is not efficiently explained either as a functional
outcome of modernization or as a simple instrument of class control
and industrial discipline.
Further, he uses Ignatieff’s (1978) claim that the factory and prison
came to resemble one another not out of a simplistic reading of class
control, but
…because both public order authorities and employers shared the
same universe of assumptions about the regulation of the body and
the ordering of time (cited by Rothman, 1990: xxxvii).
The fear that prompted the birth of the penitentiary was itself not a
reaction to ‘the aggressive demands of a submerged labouring class’, but
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a sense of ‘moral dissoluteness’ at the collapse of the imagined com-
munities that had characterised America a century before (Rothman,
1990: xliii). Thus, it was the institutions of family and church that
informed the Jacksonian-era prison, not the factory. 
Cheli’s (2003) comments as to the superficial likeness of Sing Sing to
an industrial village aside, my intention here is not to provide evidence
for a ‘simple translation’ of the prison to the factory (ibid.: xxxvii).
Such a uni-dimensional response would not take us much further than
Rusche and Kirchheimer’s work. However, it is clear that Rothman and
Sutton selectively ignore the impact of the broader processes of indus-
trialisation and modernity itself. Rothman (1990) becomes entangled
in the argument that questions whether the modern prison was profit-
able (inter alia, Durham, 1989). The material benefits to the prison
system of inmate labour were of secondary importance. At one point
Rothman (1990: 105) does stumble across the fundamental point that
‘[t]he idea of labour, even more than the calculations of profit and loss,
made it central to the penitentiary’. I propose that, with reference to
Pashukanis, the importance lay in the practice and not necessarily the
product of labour. Indeed, it is the idea of labour that is the key. As Lynds
stated, the importance lay in the message to be taken from ‘uninter-
rupted labour’ (Beaumont and De Tocqueville, 1833/1979: 162).
Sutton’s criticisms entirely ignore the pivotal role of the modern prison
in the construction of industrialised America. The construction of the
prison and the discipline of the prisoners held a position of ideological
centrality. It is a rather simplistic rebuttal to Rothman, but the follow-
ing quote from Beaumont and De Tocqueville neatly encapsulates my
argument:
Perhaps, leaving the prison [the inmate] is not an honest man, but
he has contracted honest habits. He was an idler; now he knows
how to work (1833/1979: 90).
There was indeed a syncretism between factory and prison (and the
other ‘total’ institutions such as the workhouse, hospital or school) as
Ignatieff (1978) rightly suggests. I am not suggesting that the prison
and factory’s relationship was unique. They did, indeed, exist within
an atmosphere, a ‘universe of assumptions’. The same new sciences of
the body impacted on institutions throughout the social body. This
was a function of the broader processes of modernity. To deny the
importance of these as Sutton and Rothman do (and which, arguably,
produced the very conditions that they highlight as producing the
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prison) is grossly remiss. The docile body was constructed in numerous
ways, but most evidently within the prison walls.
Central: discipline and citizenship
…the emergence of the penitentiary in the United States was a
project constitutive of liberal democracy. That is, the penitentiary
system formed the epistemological project of liberal democracy,
creating conditions of knowledge of self and other that were to
shape the political subject required for liberal and democratic
values to be realised in practice…we could in a sense say that the
American penitentiary was erected by the Founding Fathers of the
Nation as an imposing and monumental Gateway to the Republic
(Dumm, 1987: 6).
The production of these docile, compliant bodies was achieved within
the individualised space of the cell. This was a function of the broader
development of a ‘science of the individual’ (Foucault, n.d., cited by
Mills, 2003: 105). The individual became ‘the object of possible know-
ledge’ (Foucault, 1988, cited by Mills, 2003: 104). The emergence of
‘Man’ as an area of study marked an ‘episteme shift, a dramatic change
in the way that societies conceptualise’ (Mills, 2003: 104). Broadly, it
was the ‘carceral texture of society’ that allowed for the surveillance of
the body (Foucault, 1977: 304). More narrowly, it was the prison that
was the main instrument in this new constellation of power-knowledge
that took the body as its focus in the late eighteenth and early nine-
teenth century. The core unit of liberalism is the individual. The peni-
tentiary project was constitutive of individuals and the cell was the
central component in these individualising processes. However, it is not
entirely correct to talk about the docility of these incarcerated indi-
viduals. To paraphrase Dumm (1987: 90), these selves were to rule as
much as be ruled. The penitentiary, working at the level of the indi-
vidual (and democratically so given that ‘the same operations applied to
each individual’ (ibid.) saw the inculcation of the practices and under-
standings of ‘government’, as Foucault (1993: 203–4) put it. Its end
point sees ‘the modern sovereign state and the modern autonomous
individual co-determine each other’s emergence’ (Lemke, 2002: 2). In
other words, the penitentiary was intended to produce the conditions
and the capacity for citizenship.
As such, the American penitentiary was central in constituting the
New Republic. This centrality is not a retrospective piece of artifice
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recognised by Dumm or argued by this writer. Its importance was
recognised at the time. As Rothman (1990: 81) states, by ‘the 1830s,
the American penitentiary had become world famous.’ Talking of
‘asylums’ as a whole, which he takes to have included institutions for
the mad, bad and sad, Rothman goes on to state that ‘[r]ather than
stand as place of last resort, hidden and ignored, these institutions
become the pride of the nation’ (emphasis added, ibid.: 79). Indeed, we
might be reminded of the words of the Prison Commissioners who
stated that Sing Sing was the pinnacle of prison design, not simply in
America, but globally. 
In no small part, On the Penitentiary System in the United States, as well
as the broader scope of De Tocqueville’s (1835) Democracy in America,
served to highlight the place of the penitentiary in American society
for European readers. Prisons were a vehicle by which they could
explore the broader concerns of the political, social and economic.
I would contend though that the prison was the most logical point of
departure for such broad themes. As Dumm proposes, the penitentiary
was a ‘project constitutive of liberal democracy’ (1987: 6).
Marginal: the wardenship of Mott-Osborne (1914–1916)
…the quickest way out of Sing Sing is to come in as a warden
(popular joke of the 1910s, cited by Gado, 2004).
Just as Elam Lynds was the central figure around which the newly 
built Sing Sing revolved, so Thomas Mott Osborne and Lewis Lawes
loom large in the history of Sing Sing. Both men brought a reforming
agenda to their position, but with varying degrees of explicitness and
success. 
Osborne’s tenure as warden was brief although not atypically short.
Between 1900 and 1919, for example, there were ten wardens, some of
whom ‘stayed as little as a few weeks’ (Gado, 2004: 7). He was a major
political figure in Auburn, being its mayor and chairman of the State
Commission on Prison Reform, as well as a newspaper publisher and
manufacturer. His entry into Auburn’s penitentiary in September 1913
is best described as unusual. He elected to go in as an ‘inmate’. Going
under the name Tom Brown, he spent a week inside Auburn:
…to learn what I can first-hand…I am coming here to live your life;
to be housed, clothed, fed, treated in all respects like one of you.
I want to see for myself what your life is like, not as viewed from the
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outside looking in, but from the inside looking out (Osborne, 1913,
cited by Conover, 2001: 196).
Although his intention had been to remain anonymous, his identity
was revealed to staff and inmates the day before his arrival. Conover
(2001: 197) describes Osborne’s account, published as Within Prison
Walls, as being one of sentimental naivety. His fellow inmates were
depicted as a ‘swell bunch of guys’, whereas those guards who were not
actively brutal were likened to the ‘honorable and kindly…slave
owners before the Civil War’ (ibid.: 197–8). His sense of the oppressive-
ness of prison rules and the possibility of finding ‘something far better
to take [the] place’ of the penitentiary enamored him to inmates and
distanced him from guards (ibid.). It also led to Osborne’s later position
within the penitentiary system becoming increasingly precarious.
Osborne was made warden of Sing Sing on 1 December, 1914. His
major achievement was the establishing of the Mutual Welfare League
(M.W.L.). This had taken on nascent form during his wardenship at
Auburn. The M.W.L. was a means of allowing inmates a degree of self-
governance. In a public address in 1905 he had criticised the peniten-
tiary system for forcing men to work in a system that ‘brutalizes the men
and the keepers’ (cited by Conover, 2001: 196). He declared, quite
simply, ‘this is not reformatory’ (ibid.). Under the M.W.L. system inmate
representatives were allowed input on the regime under which the peni-
tentiary operated. His thinking was that responsibilising the inmates
would inculcate those sentiments that the congregate system and its like
had manifestly failed to do. Inmate representatives advised the prison
authorities on matters of discipline in addition to organising sporting
events and a commissary. Two stores were opened by the league in 1919
and used their own currency. The notes carried Osborne’s motto:
‘Do good, make good’.
As Lawes (1932: 115) puts it, a warden must be a ‘benevolent despot
as well as the understanding leader’. Whilst conceding that Osborne’s
wardenship ‘ended too soon’, Lawes (1932: 115) does condemn it as
resulting in ‘chaos.’ Principally, Lawes criticises Osborne’s weak leader-
ship, seen as a function of devolving power to the inmates, and a fatal
misunderstanding of the prison population. Indeed, Osborne’s political
grandstanding, ‘coddling’ of the inmate population and anti-capital
punishment pronouncements had done little to endear him to his
political rivals. Conover (2001) describes a series of conspiratorial plans
designed to discredit him. In 1915 he was accused of committing
‘various unlawful and unnatural acts with inmates’ (ibid.: 199). An
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inmate (‘Fat Alger’), who had been labelled as an informant for the
Superintendent of Prisons and been transferred away from the prison,
had made the allegations. Osborne was indicted on the charges, but
they were subsequently dismissed. He returned to the prison, but
resigned in 1916. As Lawes (1932: 114) argues, whilst Osborne’s influ-
ence diminished in the following years, he had nonetheless ‘intro-
duced the prison to the public. He made it a subject of free and popular
discussion in the Press and on the platform.’
Marginal: the wardenship of Lewis Lawes (1920–1941)
Lewis Lawes’s (1932) book, which encompassed the history of the
prison, his somewhat self-aggrandising reminiscences over his time as
Warden and his own progressive thoughts on penal thinking, was
entitled Twenty Thousand Years in Sing Sing. The title was derived from
the aggregate sentence facing the 2500 men contained within the
prison walls at his time of writing. As Lawes powerfully put it,
[w]ithin such cycles worlds are born, die and are reborn. That span
has witnessed the evolution of the intelligence of mortal men (1932:
244).
In 1920 Lawes became warden of Sing Sing. He would stay in the post
for some 20 years and became ‘America’s most famous and admired
warden’ (Conover, 2001: 199). His initial course of action was the
steady dismantling of the M.W.L.. Lawes withdrew the element of self-
government from the prisoners, replacing it with the administration’s
‘despotism’, albeit ‘an enlightened one’ (Conover, 2001: 200). Initially
there was one cell block and a dormitory. Lawes then presided over an
extensive building program in the 1920s that would radically change
the shape and face of Sing Sing.
In 1926, the state approved a budget of $2,775,000 for the construc-
tion of two colossal new blocks (A and B). They had a combined capa-
city of 1,366 and were the largest cellblocks in Western prison systems.
A visitor in the 1930s described them as ‘beautifully finished and very
light and airy’ (Cox, 1986: 50). By 1930 a mess hall, chapel, new Death
House, laundry, bathhouse and barbershop had been built whilst the
industrial plant workshops were rebuilt. Between 1920 and 1932, some
eight million dollars had been spent on construction at Sing Sing and
cell capacity stood at 1,752. During Lawes’s wardenship, the acreage of
the site rose from 14 and a half to 47 and a half.
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Sing Sing remains the only prison in the world where commuter
train tracks run through prison grounds. The train tracks act as a
marker, dividing the old cell block from those constructed under
Lawes’s wardenship, further up the hillside. It became evident in the
early 1900s that the original, century-old cellblock was fast approach-
ing the end of its usefulness. Overcrowding made living conditions
untenable. The State Prison Improvement Commission had described
it in 1905 as ‘verily…far worse than living in a sewer’ (Conover, 2001:
202). A bid in 1917 to demolish the cellblock led to the removal of a
‘floor and a half’ (ibid.). However, the demolition remained incomplete
and prison numbers dictated that the partially demolished cellblock
remain open. Conover (2001: 202) quotes the official departmental
history as describing how, in a wonderful turn of phrase, the old cell
block ‘continued to swallow thousands of inmates into its malevolent,
malodorous maw.’ By 1943 the old cell block was finally closed. The
bars and doors, ‘of which there were many,’ were melted down for the
war effort (Gado, 2004: 8). The roof burned down in 1984 leaving an
outer shell. It has since been ‘listed on the National Register of Historic
Places and can never be removed’ (Cheli, 2003: 126).
During Lawes’s wardenship there was an intriguing juxtaposition of
the construction of the brute monumentality of the prison buildings
and the work of a number of inmates to improve their environment
(the celebrated ‘Roseman of Sing Sing’ being a notable example). In a
way, this echoes the juxtaposition of prison and landscape. As Lawes
poetically states,
[o]ne can follow for miles the wide sweep of the Hudson, as it eddies
its endless flow and disappears around a distant bend, majestically
unconcerned with the problems of the variable human who clings
to its shore in intermittent cycles of its countless years (1932: 209).
The old cellblock was built on ‘a foundation of crushed rock, trodden
cinders and old scrap iron’ (Lawes, 1932: 232). It was built, in other
words, on (and by) the exhaust of industrialisation. With no apparent
irony, Lawes wrote, ‘[i]t is scarcely the sort of thing to support plant
life’ (1932: 232). Nor, we might imagine, to support the countless lives
of the prisoners housed there.
Sing Sing took its place in popular culture by appearing as the back-
drop to several Hollywood gangster films. The Big House (dir. G. W. Hill,
1930), Angels with Dirty Faces (dir. M. Curtiz, 1938) and 20,000 Years 
in Sing Sing (dir. M. Curtiz, 1932) used the penitentiary as a character.
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The trailer for the latter describes Lawes as ‘[t]he man who lives on the
volcano of human passion’! The cinematic countenance of Sing Sing
‘helped to form an image of the prison in the public mind that exists
even today’ (Gado, 2004: 13). During and after Lawes’s wardenship
film stars and entertainers were brought into Sing Sing and encouraged
to speak to the inmates. These included James Cagney (the lead in
Angels with Dirty Faces), Spencer Tracey (star of 20,000 Years in Sing
Sing) and Harry Houdini (we might wonder what his talk concerned).
Lawes allowed filming within the prison and Warner Bros. reciprocated
by paying for a gymnasium to be built in 1934. It was, apparently, ‘on
par with any collegiate gym of the time’ (Cheli, 2003: 75). The building
now stands idle. Curiously it resembles a sound stage and so expresses
rather neatly the syncretic relationship of cinema and location.
Where the Lawes era had been one of a perverse prosperity with the
popularity of the prison on film allied with the 1920s/30s building
boom, the post-war period marked a down turn. Symbolically this is
reflected in the use of the industrial shops and power plant. The power
plant was built by inmates and represented a $1 million ‘state-of-the-
art’ venture (Cheli, 2003: 64). For Lawes it had embodied the ‘spirit of
the new Sing Sing’ (1932: 209). Down by the river’s edge it rose up ‘in a
commanding gesture toward the heavens’ (ibid.). Lawes used Beaumont
and De Tocqueville’s reference to ‘honest habits’ a century earlier to
describe its utility:
[t]o me it is a symbol of what we hope to make of Sing Sing – an
industrial plant where men will labour willingly and hopefully;
where they will learn to perfect themselves in the ways of honest
toil (1932: 209).
During the 1960s ‘most of the industrial shops and buildings in the
lower yard were torn down to make way for a proposed new state road’
(Cheli, 2003: 68). The new road never materialised. The now vacant
power plant has become yet another layer of industrial sediment on
the shore of the Hudson.
Marginal: defining the ‘monumental’ prison
The first half of the twentieth century saw the beginnings of what I
will refer to as the ‘monumental’ prison. I wish to focus here on the
meanings that we can take from the cell blocks that were constructed
under Lawes’s wardenship. The ‘look’ of the monumental prison, as I
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shall refer to it, was typified by the telegraph pole and self-enclosed
designs. The former consisted of a central spine or corridor off which
cell blocks and other services were located at right angles. The latter
saw the cellblocks themselves form part or all of the prison enclos-
ure. The first telegraph pole design in the United States was at the
Minnesota State Prison (completed 1913–14). Subsequently, the 1930s
saw the ‘enthusiastic’ adoption of the design by the federal gov-
ernment (Johnston, 2000: 141). Sing Sing’s A and B blocks offered a 
truncated version of this.
Rotman (1995: 165) bluntly refers to the ‘superficiality of Progressive
reforms in recreation, work, and assimilation with the open society’
within the Big House. This was another failed penal experiment.
Instead of reform, ‘in the world of granite, steel, and cement, the dom-
inant features were stultifying routines, monotonous schedules, and
isolation’ (ibid.). This description encapsulates the starkly functional,
monolithic nature of the Big House with its huge, elongated cell
blocks. The irony of the term itself is acute. There is little sense of
domesticity in the vast blocks at Sing Sing. Yet, this world also
describes that outside the prison walls. Aside from the Depression,
this was a time of the construction of an entire world of granite, 
steel and cement. Incarceration, on the grand scale of the Big 
Houses, simultaneously distanced the prison population from this
swiftly developing world whilst locking them within one of it vast
symbols. 
Jencks (1993: 75) uses the term ‘mono-architecture’ to describe those
buildings that are ‘reduced, exclusive…sealed off from life and change’.
These are the properties I envisage the monumental building to possess
and, by extension, so too the monumental prison. The blankness of
the monumental prison contrasts starkly with that of the elaborate
gatehouses of prisons built in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries during the ‘central’ period. What I mean by the ‘monu-
mental’ prison is that it combines the extreme functionalism of New
York’s tenement buildings of the late nineteenth century with the scale
of the City Beautiful ethos and the modernist utopia of Le Corbusier’s
Ideal City. Let us start with Le Corbusier. I do not wish to add to the
‘monotonous regularity with which Le Corbusier has been represented
as a malevolent, all-powerful force for evil’ (Sudjic, 1993: 18). Rather,
I wish to simply illuminate the similarities between the Corbusian
living block and the filing cabinets of stone of the Big House. Hall, P.
(2002: 226), for example, describes the plans of Soviet architects, the
urbanists, who had been influenced by Le Corbusier: ‘[t]hey wanted to
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build new cities in open countryside, in which everyone would live in
gigantic collective apartment blocks…’
For Le Corbusier, the house-machine would consist of ‘cells’ and be
one amongst many other mass-produced ‘units’. Each would be like the
last without ‘any kind of individual idiosyncrasy’ (ibid.: 224). The cell
would be the base form with nothing ‘more or less than the minimum
necessary for efficient existence’ (ibid.: 225). This echoes, of course, the
rigorous equality of the prison. We also see in Le Corbusier’s designs,
the same metaphor of the machine and the regimented, disciplined life
that had been applied to the prison. These were to be machines for
living in, representing a ‘normalizing morality that seeks to reduce all
differences to an economic order of the Same’ (Smith, 2001: 31).
The Big House looked back to Burnham’s 1893 Chicago World’s Fair
designs and forward to those of Speer’s Berlin and Lutyens and Baker’s
New Delhi. Yet it was not in any elaborate detail of design that the Big
House spoke, rather it announced itself through its scale. It took on an
‘iconic role’ (Lefebvre, 1974/5, 2003: 152). It acted to produce con-
sensus by offering ‘each member of a society an image of that mem
bership’ (Lefebvre, 1991: 139). The monumental prison projected 
for those people outside of its walls the message of inclusion or 
rejection thereby imposing consensus upon those outside. Lefebvre
(1991: 225) points to the ‘two “primary processes”’ of the monu-
ment: it displaces and condenses. In the instance of the monumental
prison, it condenses the incarcerated into an undifferentiated mass. 
As such, they are deemed fit to be housed in these gigantic housing
blocks. 
Yet why should we not also consider those prisons of the earlier
‘central’ period to be ‘monumental’? It is the stripping of the architec-
tural artifice, what Benjamin (1936) would refer to as the ‘aura’, and
the simultaneous leap in scale that lends it this monumental character-
istic. The prison no longer needed those accruements to tell the massed
throng how to react to it. Indeed, their own ‘folk’ readings of the
prison carried with them elements of the ‘Gothic’ (see Fiddler, 2006,
2007). This was a blank canvas upon which condensing and dis-
placement could occur. This is what made it so powerful on film. The
scale was imposing, but the blank façade made it susceptible to dis-
placement by the mass audience. The ‘monumental’ prisons were not
just physically marginal in that they were increasingly constructed
away from cities. They also distanced the incarcerated from those




Further, we can use Bauman (1995) and Young’s (1999) reading 
of phagic and emic strategies to describe the difference between the
periods of centrality and marginality. The initial period of centrality
could be seen as an attempt to assimilate the unreasoned, unproduc-
tive Other into the productive labour force. As the nature of capitalism
and modes of production altered, so the requirements of industry
changed. A disciplined workforce of the type, in part, created by the
prison was no longer required. The inclusive strategy of the prison had
ended. So that waste would be minimised, the inclusive strategy (of the
prison) swung around to an exclusive one. Alternative inclusive strate-
gies were employed that ran in parallel with the prison (Simon, 1995).
The workforce could now be placed in reserve. Those individuals repre-
senting disorder would remain in the monumental space of the prison.
The prison no longer occupied its central position in relation to fac-
tories and similar such institutions. A modern workforce was no longer
going to be disciplined or created within its walls. The offender was to
be removed from society and stored in the ‘Big House’. Berman (1982:
19) powerfully states that the processes of modernity are ‘capable of
the most spectacular growth, capable of appalling waste and destruc-
tion.’ So it is that the marginal prison was produced to contain those
‘left behind’. The prison became an essential feature in channelling
this human waste, this exhaust of modernity.
Adjunct: a prison and urban population of redundant
‘republic machines’
Berman talks of the various ‘symbolic expression(s) of modernity’: the
Brooklyn Bridge, Times Square and the Bowery (1982: 289). It is quite
possible to add Sing Sing to such a list. Penitentiaries were, as one con-
temporary critic put it, ‘grand theatre[s], for the trial of all new plans in
hygiene and education, in physical and moral reform.’ (unknown,
cited by Rothman, 1990: 84). Certainly during the central period dis-
cussed earlier, the penitentiary (and Sing Sing more narrowly) was
envisaged as just such a ‘grand theatre’ to demonstrate the ‘project of
Enlightenment’ (Dumm, 1987: 5–6). The marginal period that saw 
the development of what I have called a ‘monumental’ aesthetic, also
saw the purpose of this ‘theatre’ change. As a marginalised space, the
prison acted as the end-zone repository for the ‘Other(s)’ of society. 
The marginal space created a ‘segregated and insulated institution
[making] the actual business of deviancy control invisible, but it did
make its boundaries obvious enough’ (Cohen, 1996: 401). Now we might
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talk of a continuum where it is difficult to define ‘where the prison
ends and the community begins’ (ibid.). It is no longer the case that
these populations are subject to either-or phagic and emic strategies.
Rather they encounter varied and alternating types of both from a
range of institutions. Where Garland (1985) described the positioning
of the prison at a terminus point, the far end of a continuum of insti-
tutions of punishment and welfare, the twenty-first century prison is
an adjunct to the contemporary urban environment. To appropriate
Lefebvre’s (1991) metaphor of the permeability of the space of a house,
so the prison is a node in a series of outward and inward energies,
carceral and otherwise. The prison walls give the ‘appearance of sep-
aration’, but there is also an ‘ambiguous continuity’ (ibid.: 87). There is
now an uncanny confusion of interiority and exteriority.
It is not simply that the urban and carceral mimic one another’s
aesthetic or that contemporary ‘Metropolitan Detention Centers’ bring
the penitentiary back toward the city (Fiddler, 2006, 2007). Wacquant
(2001) talks specifically of the socio-cultural syncretism of ghetto and
prison (where once we would have spoken of the socio-economic syn-
cretism of prison and factory, also see Concluding Remarks). As such,
instead of the discipline of the ‘central’ period or the deskilling of 
the ‘marginal’, we presently see the undisciplining of this population
in the ‘adjunct’; a stripping away of expectations. The urban and 
incarcerated populations are no longer required to participate in the
labour market (save for perfunctory ‘workfare requirements now imposed
upon the free poor as a requirement of citizenship’ (Wacquant, 2002:
54)). As such, the disciplining of the workforce is a redundant concept.
We see a gravitational pull between these adjunct or ‘“residual” spaces’
of the urban and prison, between that of welfare/workfare and incar-
ceration (Allen, 1999: 250). In essence, this is a type of training, but
only to be stationary in a late-modern period that values mobility. The
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